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Federal Insider

Cancer Drug Spending Doubles as Medicare Edges Toward
Funding Cliff

Pressure on providers to reduce costs and deliver more personalized treatments seems
likely to grow more intense, as the nation’s spending on cancer drugs is expected to rise
just as public funding for medical care approaches a funding crisis. According to a report
from IQVIA Institute for Human Data Science, the U.S. has doubled its spending on
cancer drugs since 2012, and drug costs are expected to double again by 2020. Drug
spending reached nearly $50 billion in 2017, a significant share of the $133 billion
global price tag.
On the heels of this report, the board of trustees for Medicare announced that the
Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund will be depleted by 2026—3 years earlier than
projected in the trustees’ 2017 report. By 2026, Medicare revenue will only be able to pay
91% of its hospital costs, declining to 78% in 2039. The combined cost of Social Security
and Medicare already equals 8.6% of the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP), and the
trustees project the programs’ share of GDP will increase to 11.7% by 2035.
The cost of entitlements comes at a difficult time for the federal government.
The Congressional Budget Office projects the federal deficit will grow to $1
trillion per year by 2020, with the deficit for 2018 already expected to be $804
billion, a 21% increase over last year.
The peril of a depleted federal government coffer has not slowed the pace of
drug development. IQVIA’s research found that the pipeline of new drugs is
growing. More than 700 molecules were in late-stage development in 2017, a 60%
increase over 10 years.
Significantly, 34% of oncology trials in 2017 used biomarkers to identify patients
most likely to respond, marking a shift toward personalized therapies that rely on
companion diagnostics. Top among a new generation of drugs are more than 200
immunotherapies currently in phase I or phase II clinical trials, which are being
tested against 27 tumor types. The IQVIA report emphasizes that cancer drugs are
becoming more targeted, with most new drugs aimed at small patient populations. Some
87% of cancer drugs were used by fewer than 10,000 patients each in 2017.

ADMINISTRATION LAUNCHES
ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLAN
EXPANSION

U

nder a final rule from the
Department of Labor, the
Trump administration is significantly
expanding which employers can form
association health plans (AHPs).
AHPs allow sole proprietors, small
businesses, and trade groups to band
together and negotiate insurance
coverage for their employees across a
metropolitan area, within a state, or
even nationwide. The administration
argues that AHPs will allow individuals and small businesses to get better
deals on insurance.

AHPs are controversial because
of their more flexible rules and their
potential to affect the individual marketplace established by the Affordable
Care Act. AHPs do not have to cover
the same essential benefits that
individual marketplace plans must
cover, but instead will be regulated
like large group plans. Rules on large
groups cover employers with 50 or
more employees. While large groups
must cover certain preventive care,
like screenings with a grade A or B
from the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force, the list of required benefits
is not as comprehensive as those in
individual plans.

Critics also worry that AHPs
will destabilize the marketplace if
they draw healthy people out of
the individual market seeking to
save money. A report from Avalere
Health estimated that more than
3 million people would enroll in
AHPs over 5 years, and the
Congressional Budget Office
estimated that 400,000 previously
uninsured people would gain
coverage under expanded AHPs.
The future of AHPs likely will
be determined by states, which
retain regulatory authority over
any AHP that is underwritten by a
third-party insurance carrier.

Hero Images/Getty Images
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From Data Producer to
Consultative Resource
Bench
Matters

F

Eugenio H.
Zabaleta, PhD

or the last 13 years I have been asking myself, what do
physicians need from laboratories? In my work as a
clinical chemist at a 326-bed community hospital, I liaise
between our technologists and our clinicians for a laboratory that performs 1.5 million billable tests per year, and I
support the laboratory’s entire portfolio of operations—
hematology, coagulation, urinalysis, chemistry, microbiology,
and point-of-care testing—not just clinical chemistry.
I realized very quickly in this role that most everything physicians want from laboratories is reasonable,
including lab results that are reliable, fast, accurate,
dependable, and trustworthy. Some but not all also are
concerned about test cost. However, they need much
more from laboratories than analytical performance.
They see laboratories as data producers (a service), not
as knowledge experts (a consultative resource). To be
honest, a lot of us (laboratorians) see ourselves similarly;
we like focusing on the analytics of diagnostic testing
and are comfortable within the confines of our lab space.
But in my view, we clinical laboratory professionals
have a crucial responsibility to educate physicians about
our consultative capabilities and to exercise our knowhow for the betterment of patient care.

WHAT LABS OFFER

From my perspective, most physicians are unaware that
their laboratories could serve in at least seven valuable
roles (Box, p. 5). Over time I have positioned our lab to
be these things for our physicians and I hope my experience will inspire others in their journeys to becoming
consultative resources, no matter the size of their labs or
hospitals.
When I came to OhioHealth Mansfield Hospital, my
position was focused mostly on the analytical aspect of
lab medicine, but I had a special interest in the transition
of care and how labs fit into the patient care continuum.
I started becoming a visible consultative resource by
building up my professional relationships. I also identified a possible laboratory champion—the vice president/
chief medical officer who was in charge of developing
our computerized physician order entry order sets enterprise. I presented myself to him via an e-mail like I was
applying for a job, making him aware of my training and
what I could do for the hospital. To my surprise, weeks
later he knocked on my door and gave me the opportunity to assist with revising our Emergency Department
(ED) order sets.

As part of this team effort, we
revised order sets involving the 25
most common chief complaints
among patients presenting in the
ED. In the case of “nontraumatic
chest pain,” after we improved the
order set used to workup suspected
myocardial infarction (MI) it was
natural to revamp the order set for
patients admitted with MI, who
would be followed by internists
and cardiologists. So, my work with
ED orders opened the door for
me to begin working with other
physicians.
By this time, specialists had
heard about my being a resource for
lab testing utilization and interpretation, so the lab quickly gained a
lot of visibility and had more and
more interactions with clinicians.
This was happening when the hospital and our physicians were working
to deal with regulatory changes, new
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
core measures, quality and patient
safety concerns, as well as processes
that were dissatisfying physicians.
With all these things in play, I
realized my next opportunities were
right in front of me. Before being
asked, I developed and presented
solutions based on the scientific
method to our hospital leaders.
In addition, I followed up with
personal meetings, sometimes even
catching colleagues in the hallways.
One of my proposals—to identify
and notify physicians of clinically
significant changes in troponin
values in patients being evaluated
for suspected MI—got accepted as
a pilot. This faster identification
improved our care efficiency and
outcomes and paved the way for
other projects to be accepted.
At this point I started receiving

Ron Levine/DigitalVision/Getty Images

One Lab’s Journey to Becoming an Accountable
Partner in Patient Care

invitations to participate in different committees, and clinicians and
administrators were asking not only
me but also the entire lab staff for
opinions and recommendations.
While these changes were afoot I
rebalanced my time so that I would
be in the hospital when physicians
were rounding and early morning
results being produced. So, my day
now starts at about 6:15 a.m.

A TEAM EFFORT

While I have described my actions in
moving our lab to a consultative role,
the entire lab—from medical technologists to doctoral level staff—plays
a part in this effort. All of us have the
collective knowledge of laboratory
medicine, and our consultations range
from answering technical questions
and providing individualized clinical
interpretations to having informal
conversations and giving real-time
clinical decision support inputs.
While we haven’t abandoned
our role as traditional troubleshooters, we have positioned ourselves as
responsible and accountable partners
in preventing diagnostic errors. In
other institutions as in ours, once
physicians discover this cache of
expertise they will use it and even
request it in their own efforts to
order the right test with the right
patient at the right time.
Eugenio H. Zabaleta, PhD, is a clinical
chemist at OhioHealth Mansfield Hospital
in Mansfield, Ohio.
+EMAIL: Eugenio.Zabaleta@ohiohealth.com
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Lactate Testing Underutilized in Sepsis Care

The Sample

■

FINE-TUNING GLUCOSE
CHALLENGE TESTING
THRESHOLDS MIGHT OBVIATE
SOME ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
TESTING FOR GESTATIONAL
DIABETES MELLITUS

A

nonfasting 50g glucose challenge test (GCT) has “moderate
diagnostic accuracy” in a universal
two-step screening strategy for
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)

using criteria adopted in 2013 by the
World Health Organization (WHO)
(Diabetes Care 2018; doi.org/10.2337/
dc18-0556). Belgian researchers
conducted a prospective cohort study
to assess the sensitivity and specificity
of GCT among patients who also took
a 75g oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT), which WHO endorsed in
2013 as a means of diagnosing GDM.
Although WHO and other organizations have endorsed a one-step

75g OGTT screening strategy, this
practice remains controversial and
has not been adopted worldwide.
Some professional associations still
recommend a two-step strategy, with
50g GCT followed by OGTT in
patients with GCT results above a
certain threshold.
In their study of 1,811 women
tested with both GCT and OGTT
between 24 and 28 weeks of
pregnancy the authors assessed the

Kateryna Kon/Science Photo Library

Only about 60% of patients who met Severe Sepsis and Septic Shock Early
Management Bundle (SEP-1) criteria for severe sepsis had an initial lactate level
drawn within the SEP-1-indicated timeframe. Yet in patients with elevated baseline
lactate results >2.0 mmol/L, each hour of delay was associated with a 2% increase in
the risk of in-hospital mortality (Chest 2018; doi.org/10.1016/j.chest.2018/03.025).
Researchers at the University of Chicago assessed whether initial lactate
levels were drawn within the SEP-1-mandated timeframe—6 hours before to
3 hours after a patient presents with sepsis based on meeting two of four
systemic inflammatory response criteria, experiencing at least one new organ
dysfunction, and having documented suspected infection. The SEP-1 criteria,
issued in 2015 by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, also call for
repeat lactate measurements within 6 hours of presentation if the initial level
is elevated.
Of nearly 150,000 admissions during the 8-year study period, 5,762 met all
three SEP-1 criteria and were included in the final analysis. Patients
treated in the emergency department (ED) were most likely to
receive SEP-1-recommended lactate measurements (79%),
compared with 55% in the intensive care unit (ICU) and 32% in
care wards. Overall, 41% of lactate values across ED, ICU, and ward
settings were ≤2.0 mmol/L and 78% were ≤4.0 mmol/L.
The mortality for patients who first met SEP-1 criteria while in
the ED was 12% for those who had a baseline lactate value ≤2.0
mmol/L, 15% for values >2.0 mmol/L but ≤4.0 mmol/L, and 34%
for values >4.0 mmol/L. In comparison, mortality rates at these
initial lactate levels for patients in ICU and wards were 35%, 52%,
and 62%, and 25%, 38%, and 55%, respectively.
Length of stay (LOS) and time to first dose of antibiotics
lengthened with delayed lactate testing.
If all patients who met SEP-1 criteria had recommended
lactate testing, there would be a “significant increase in lactate
measurements, with uncertain consequences as to how providers
would react to many additional normal lactate values,” the
authors cautioned.

sensitivity and specificity of GCT
thresholds ranging from ≥120 mg/dL
to ≥140 mg/dL.
Sensitivity for GCT rose from
59.6% with a ≥140 mg/dL threshold
to 82.0% with a ≥120 mg/dL threshold. Specificity for GCT varied from
81.0% at a ≥140 mg/dL threshold to
56.0% at a ≥120 mg/dL threshold.
Using a GCT with a ≥130 mg/dL
threshold would enable 65.1% of all
OGTTs to be avoided.

■

LOW HCV TESTING PREVALENCE
FOR INFANTS EXPOSED IN UTERO

J

ust 30% of infants exposed
in utero to hepatitis C virus
(HCV) and who subsequently
received well-child care at University
of Pittsburg Medical Center
(UPMC) facilities were screened as
recommended for HCV (Pediatrics
2018;141:e20173273). The findings
point to the need to evaluate and
possibly implement universal
HCV screening during pregnancy,
particularly in areas with high HCV
prevalence, according to the authors.
This retrospective study covering
women who delivered at UPMC
between 2006 and 2014 found that
the HCV prevalence increased 60%
during this period.
The researchers identified babies
who received well-child services
at UPMC as those for whom
hemoglobin and/or lead testing had
been conducted at or after age 9
months. Of 87,924 women who gave
birth, 1,043 had documented HCV
infection. Nearly one-third (32%)
of the babies born to these patients
received well-child care at UPMC,
and of these, just 30% received any
form of HCV testing.
Most infants had HCV antibody
tests (74%), while 23% had
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
testing for HCV RNA, and 3% had
both HCV antibody and PCR tests.
Of all the children screened, 76%
had optimal testing, defined as HCV
RNA testing in children younger
than 18 months, an HCV antibody
test in those older than 18 months,
or simultaneous HCV RNA and
HCV antibody testing.
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e Disease Testing
BY KRISTIN HARPER

Multiplex Serology and Metabolomic Assays
Could Replace Traditional Two-Tier Algorithm
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O

ver the past 20 years,
climate change has
expanded the range of
the tick that carries
Lyme disease, and reported cases in
the United States have nearly
doubled. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), as many as 30,000 people
became infected each year during this
2-decade period. Laboratory tests are
a key tool in diagnosing Lyme disease,
which if untreated can lead to serious
damage to the joints, heart, and
nervous system. However, even as this

F1

well for disseminated disease,” said
Claudia Molins, PhD, a microbiologist
and Lyme disease expert at CDC’s
Division of Vector-Borne Diseases in
Fort Collins, Colorado.
While this algorithm has been
adopted widely and has mostly served
clinicians and patients well, it also has
“a couple of prominent limitations,”
according to Elitza Theel, PhD, director of the infectious diseases serology laboratory at the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minnesota. One is the
approach’s low sensitivity in the first
few weeks of infection, before some
patients have a
chance to develop
a robust antibody
response. Because
only 29% to
40% of patients
with early Lyme
Second Test
disease have
reactive results
using the two-tier
IgM and IgG
testing system,
Western Blot
the Infectious
Diseases Society
of America
IgG Western Blot
advises cliniONLY
cians to treat
patients with
possible early
Lyme disease
based instead on
clinical findings
(Clin Infect Dis
2006;43:10891134). However,
some physicians
may be unfamiliar with these
guidelines or press forward with early
stage testing, thereby either not treating some patients who are infected or
prescribing antibiotics for others who
do not have Lyme disease.
The current testing system is also
unable to differentiate between recent
and past infections, further complicating treatment decisions. “Antibodies
may persist for many months to years,
even following successful treatment,”
said Theel.
Aware of these limitations, researchers have been developing new tests, and
several are now in the pipeline.

Two-Tiered Testing for Lyme Disease

Lyme Disease Testing Algorithm

First Test
Enzyme
Immunoassay
(EIA)
OR
Immunofluorescence
Assay
(IFA)

Positive
or
Equivocal
Result

Signs or
symptoms
≤ 30 days
Signs or
symptoms
> 30 days

Negative
Result

Consider alternative diagnosis
OR
If patient with signs/symptoms consistent
with Lyme disease for ≤ 30 days, consider
obtaining a convalescent serum
Adapted from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

foe of outdoor activities has continued its upward trajectory, diagnostic
testing for Lyme disease has not
advanced with it.
The current two-tiered algorithm
recommended by CDC was developed 2 decades ago. First, an enzyme
immunoassay (EIA)—usually an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA)—or more rarely an immunofluorescence assay, is performed
to measure a patient’s antibody
response to Borrelia burgdorferi, the
bacterium that causes Lyme disease.
If this yields a reactive or equivocal
result, a Western blot is performed
(Figure, above). Whereas the first test
is more sensitive, the second is more
specific. “Two-tier testing works really

Doubling Up on ELISAs

In place of the current two-tier system, some labs are already using two

different ELISAs sequentially, according to Eugene Shapiro, MD, a professor
of epidemiology at Yale University in
New Haven, Connecticut. Using this
approach, one ELISA might measure a
patient’s antibody response to wholecell sonicate, whereas the other might
target the pathogen’s C6 epitope,
providing complementary information.
This approach offers several
benefits. First, “Multiple independent
studies suggest that the two-ELISA
algorithm has increased sensitivity
over the standard two-tiered testing algorithm during acute and even
during later stages of Lyme disease,”
said Theel. Second, because it removes
the need for Western blot testing, “it
is faster and easier to do, and maybe
cheaper,” contended Shapiro.
More research is needed before
double ELISAs become de rigueur,
Shapiro cautioned. “Maybe this type
of testing is marginally more sensitive than standard two-tier testing,
but it may be less specific,” he said.
“Additional studies performed in real
clinical situations are needed to confirm the benefits of this approach.”

Multiplex Makes Its Mark

While the back-to-back ELISA strategy
simmers away, a team led by Rafal
Tokarz, PhD, an associate research
scientist at Columbia University in
New York, is exploring a more ambitious approach: the TBD Serochip,
which is designed to discriminate
between antibody responses to eight
different tick-borne pathogens present in the United States. This assay
includes roughly 170,000 overlapping,
small linear peptides from the protein
sequences of each of the pathogens,
including Anaplasma phagocytophilum,
Babesia microti, Borrelia burgdorferi,
Borrelia miyamotoi, Ehrlichia chaffeensis,
Rickettsia rickettsii, Heartland virus,
and Powassan virus. The idea is that by
measuring antibody responses to such a
wide range of epitopes, the test will be
able to discriminate between tick-borne
infections that might otherwise be hard
to distinguish. This approach might
also identify characteristic early Lyme
disease responses—or reliable differences between pre- and post-treatment
samples—that await discovery.
Tokarz and his colleagues reported
promising preliminary results earlier
this year (Sci Rep 2018;8:3158), and
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the team is now testing more samples
from all stages of Lyme disease,
including post-treatment, as well as
samples from patients with other tickborne diseases, such as ehrlichiosis
and rickettsiosis, according to Tokarz.
In its current form, the TBD Serochip
would only be suitable for specialty
labs, he indicated. However, the team
is “in the process of simplifying it,”
Tokarz added, “and we aim to ultimately provide it as a point-of-care
test.” He hopes to make a simplified
form available for clinical use within
the next 2 years.

Metabolomics Milestone

Molins and her colleagues are working
on another type of test that uses an
entirely different approach: metabolomics. Inspired by the use of metabolomics to detect biomarkers of cancer,
her team’s goal was to develop a test
sensitive enough for use in the early
stages of Lyme disease. However, by
investigating the metabolic biosignature of serum samples from patients
with various tick-borne diseases, they
also recently found that it is possible
to differentiate between early Lyme
disease and southern tick-associated
rash illness, or STARI (Sci Transl Med
2017;9:eaal2717). These look-alike
infections overlap in some sections of
the United States and may complicate
Lyme disease diagnosis.
Molins said that in addition to
detecting early-stage Lyme disease,
this approach may help distinguish
between current and past infections,
as a patient’s metabolic response to
the pathogen is not expected to be
long lived; however, further testing is
needed. At present, the research team
is investigating samples from many
different stages of Lyme disease, as
well as samples from Lyme lookalike
diseases. “The test is only as good as
the samples you put in to make it,”
said Molins. “We want to develop an
assay that stands the test of time.” For
now, the test closest to completion
is the one distinguishing Lyme and
STARI, which Molins said may be
available for clinical evaluation within
the next 2 years.
The biggest drawback of this type
of testing is that “the technology used
is cumbersome and complex,” said
Maria Aguero-Rosenfeld, MD, director
of laboratories and microbiology at

New York University’s Tisch Hospital.
“It uses mass spectrometry, which most
likely would not be easily available in
many clinical labs.” Molins is interested
in simplifying the test to increase its
utility but explained that this possibility will depend on how complex it is
to detect target metabolites.

Boosting Performance Now

Until these promising alternatives
have been validated, experts offered
several tips for improving the performance of the two-step algorithm.
First, labs can capitalize on
progress made in identifying antigens expressed early in infection.
“Antibody tests that use recombinant
antigens have better performance
than the old antibody assays,” advised
Aguero-Rosenfeld. Second, Shapiro
suggested that labs refrain from

performing Western immunoblots on
samples that do not have a positive or
borderline ELISA result. “The specificity of the blot decreases greatly if
done without a positive quantitative
result,” he added.
Shapiro also emphasized the role
of clinical laboratory professionals
in educating physicians about when
testing is appropriate. “The biggest
problem with serologic testing is that
people use it for a screening test in
patients with a low probability of
having Lyme disease—individuals
with chronic, nonspecific symptoms,
without signs of Lyme disease,” he
elaborated. “As a result, the positive
predictive value is very poor.”
Kristin Harper is a freelance writer in
Seattle, Washington.
+EMAIL: kristin.nicole.harper@gmail.com

THE BIGGEST
PROBLEM WITH
SEROLOGIC TESTING
IS THAT PEOPLE USE
IT FOR A SCREENING
TEST IN PATIENTS
WITH A LOW
PROBABILITY OF
HAVING LYME
DISEASE.

Courtesy of Crown Copyright Food and Environment Research Agency/Science Source
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F

or many diseases,
particularly cancer, no
single biomarker test
offers acceptable
clinical sensitivity and specificity. To
obtain more clinically actionable
results, clinical laboratories have
turned to combinations of biomarkers
to better reveal the truth of a
patient’s condition.
Often referred to as multianalyte assays with algorithmic analyses
(MAAAs), these tests combine results
from two or more biochemical or
molecular markers, along with patient
demographics and clinical information,
into an algorithm to generate diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive information for a disease. In cases where single
biomarker tests lack acceptable clinical
sensitivity and specificity, MAAAs can
improve or refine disease detection
through individualized risk assessment.
MAAAs fall into two categories
based on whether they use proprietary or nonproprietary algorithms.
Examples of MAAAs with proprietary algorithms include GenPath’s
4Kscore and Vermillion’s OVERA
assays for prostate and ovarian cancer
risk assessment, respectively. MAAAs
with proprietary algorithms may or
may not be approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and are
performed exclusively in a single laboratory. MAAAs with nonproprietary
algorithms are FDA-approved and
available from commercial laboratories.
Examples of MAAAs with nonproprietary algorithms include the Prostate
Health Index (phi) from Beckman
Coulter and the Risk of Ovarian

Malignancy Algorithm (ROMA) for
prostate and ovarian cancer risk assessment, respectively.
In recent years interest has grown
in seeing MAAAs for various diseases
developed and clinically adopted,
including for cancers, acute kidney
injury, sepsis, and preeclampsia.
However, MAAAs have been a standard tool in obstetric care for more
than 30 years to screen and to identify
pregnancies that may have an increased
risk of birth defects such as trisomy
21 (Down syndrome) and trisomy 18
(Edwards syndrome). Here we discuss
current MAAAs as they relate to
women’s health.

Ovarian Cancer

Women with adnexal masses suspected
of ovarian malignancy benefit from
referral to gynecologic oncologists for
surgical intervention, as triaging to
these subspecialists has been shown
to improve patient outcomes. While
most masses are benign, 13%-21% are
malignant. Differentiating between
benign and malignant disease and
appropriately triaging women with
malignant masses poses a challenge
for physicians. Historically, physicians
used cancer antigen-125 (CA-125) to
evaluate ovarian cancer. Due to this
marker’s inadequate diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, laboratories and
diagnostic manufacturers introduced
several algorithms to estimate the
risk of malignancy in women presenting with an adnexal mass, including
the Risk of Malignancy Index (RMI),
OVA1, OVERA, and ROMA (Table 1).
RMI incorporates CA-125, ultrasound

features, and menopausal status for
preoperative risk stratification, while
the others use a combination of serum
biomarkers as detailed below.
In 2009 FDA cleared OVA1 to
assess the probability that an adnexal
mass is benign or malignant prior to
a planned surgery. OVA1 incorporates the serum concentrations of
CA-125, transferrin, transthyretin,
apolipoprotein A-1 (ApoA-1), and
β2-microglobulin in conjunction with
menopausal status into a proprietary
algorithm that generates a risk score
ranging from 0-10. OVA1 showed
a sensitivity of 92%, compared to
CA-125 with a sensitivity of 74%,
for detecting malignancy in women
presenting with an adnexal mass (1).
However, OVA1 possesses less than
optimal specificity of 54%, resulting in
a high false-positive rate and a positive
predictive value of only 31% (1).
In 2016 FDA cleared OVERA,
the second generation of OVA1.
OVERA substitutes two of the five
OVA1 biomarkers (transthyretin and
β2-microglobulin) with human epididymis protein-4 (HE-4) and follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH) and does
not require menopausal status. This
second-generation assay has improved
specificity (69%) while maintaining
similar sensitivity (2). Both of these
tests use predefined cutoffs to categorize women into low or elevated risk of
finding ovarian cancer at surgery.
Fujirebio Diagnostics introduced
ROMA in 2010 as a nonproprietary
MAAA that uses serum concentrations
of CA-125 and HE-4 along with menopausal status to classify women with
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an adnexal mass as low- or high-risk of
being found with an ovarian malignancy at surgery. ROMA cutoffs for
low- and high-risk stratification optimize specificity over sensitivity. At 75%
specificity, the sensitivity of ROMA is
77% and 92% in premenopausal and
postmenopausal women, respectively
(3). At the same sensitivity, ROMA has
been shown to be more specific than
CA-125.
A prospective study that compared the performance of OVA1
and ROMA in 146 patients with
surgically confirmed malignancies
found that OVA1 was more sensitive
than ROMA, 97% versus 87% (4).
However, ROMA was more specific
than OVA1, 83% versus 55% (4). The
American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists (ACOG) Practice
Bulletin (Number 174, November
2016) outlining the clinical guidelines
for evaluating and managing adnexal
masses considers the use of both tests
as Level B recommendations (based

on limited or inconsistent scientific
evidence). It recommends that clinicians refer premenopausal or postmenopausal women with an elevated
OVA1 or ROMA score to a gynecologic oncologist (5).

Breast Cancer

Physicians use MAAA testing as a
prognostic tool in breast cancer and
to tailor patients’ treatment based on
the unique biology of their cancer.
Historically, immunohistochemistry
(IHC) testing, along with measurements such as tumor size, tumor
grade, and lymph node status, was
the standard in guiding breast cancer
therapy. Testing for estrogen receptor
(ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) guides the use of specific
targeted therapies.
Although IHC discriminates among
breast cancer subsets and helps identify
appropriate therapies, more information on the cancer’s molecular biology

NEW DRG® Hepcidin Salivary
ELISA Kit (SLV-6082)
Range: 125 – 8,000 pg/ml •Incubation: 60/30 min
Sample Volume: 100 µL Saliva
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can be gained through gene expression
analysis, which may have a greater
ability to predict outcomes and tailor
therapies. Several gene expression profiling tests are now available for use in
patients diagnosed with breast cancer.
These were designed to supplement
existing techniques (Table 2).
With these tests, expression levels
of various genes, alone or in combination with information about tumor
size and lymph node status, are
applied to an algorithm to gain both
prognostic and predictive information about a patient’s cancer. The
algorithm generates a numerical value
that classifies a tumor as low-, intermediate-, or high-risk—or in the case
of the MammaPrint assay, patients
are simply categorized as having a
good- or a poor-prognosis signature.
Classifications correlate with the
probability of cancer recurrence
within 5-10 years.
Gene expression profiling testing also helps predict whether a
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chemotherapy as both groups had
similar overall survival rates of 93.9%
and 93.8%, respectively (Sparano et
al 2018).
Some breast cancer MAAAs, such
as Prosigna, differentiate among
molecular subtypes of breast cancer.
This assay is based on a 50-gene classifier algorithm along with clinical
information about tumor size and
lymph node status and is intended
for use in postmenopausal women
with hormone receptor-positive
breast cancer.
The test categorizes breast cancers
into one of four molecular subtypes:
Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2enriched, or basal-like, each with differing prognoses. For example, Luminal A
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patient will benefit from adjuvant
therapy in addition to standard
hormone therapy. Patients at low-risk
are likely to do well with hormone
therapy alone and can forgo adjuvant
chemotherapy. For example, in the
Oncotype DX breast cancer test for
women diagnosed with ER-positive
and node-negative invasive breast
cancer, results from the gene expression profile are combined into a
recurrence score (RS) reported as a
number between 0 and 100. A low
RS means a patient likely will receive
minimal benefit from the addition of
chemotherapy since the cancer has a
lower chance of recurrence. On the
other hand, a patient with a high RS
may have significant benefits from
adjuvant chemotherapy since there is
an increased risk of cancer recurrence.
In patients with RS in the intermediate zone (11-25), the benefits of
adjuvant chemotherapy have been
unclear until recently. A study of
6,711 women with hormone-receptor-positive, HER2-negative, axillarynode-negative breast cancer with RS
between 11-25 who were randomly
assigned to two treatment groups,
endocrine therapy alone or endocrine
therapy plus chemotherapy, found
that in patients with an intermediate
RS there was no benefit of adjuvant
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tumors typically have low proliferation
and high hormone receptor expression. These tumors are associated with
a low-risk score and good prognosis.
Conversely, Luminal B tumors characteristically have high proliferation rates,
making these patients candidates for
adjuvant chemotherapy (6).
Breast cancer gene expression
profile assays differ significantly in
gene sets, analytical platforms, and
the patient populations used in their
development and validation. The genes
included are related to cell proliferation, cancer growth, and survival, along
with several housekeeping genes. Gene
sets range between 5 and 70 genes
depending on the assay (Table 2).
The instrument platforms also
differ between assays. Oncotype DX,
Breast Cancer Index, and EndoPrint
use quantitative reverse transcriptionpolymerase chain reaction-based
assays while MammaPrint, BluePrint,
and TargetPrint use microarray-based
assays. Differences in the genes these
assays analyze and the methodologies they deploy could lead to varying
outcomes for the same patient.
To illustrate, a study comparing the
Prosigna and Oncotype DX assays in
the same patient population found significant differences in risk classification
(7). Despite the two assays showing
concordance greater than 80% for the
high-risk and low-risk RS groups, the
study found substantial disagreement
between the tests in the intermediaterisk RS group.
In the latter category, half of the
patients were categorized as low-risk
by the Prosigna test but high-risk
by the Oncotype DX test. These
differences could have translated
to different treatment outcomes
based on which test the oncologist ordered: Half of the patients in
the intermediate-risk RS category
might have received chemotherapy
had they undergone Oncotype DX
testing, whereas they would not have
received chemotherapy based on the
Prosigna test.
This discordance may confuse clinicians and affect patient outcomes. This
makes it imperative for laboratorians
and clinicians to critically evaluate the
clinical validation data of these assays
and to understand the differences
between methods that might lead to
discrepant risk classification.

T1

Ovarian cancer MAAA assays

Test

Analytes

Methodology

Additional Variables

FDA-approved

OVA1

CA-125
transferrin
transthyretin
ApoA-1
β2-microglobulin

Immunoassay

Menopausal
status

Yes

OVERA

CA-125
HE-4
transferrin
ApoA-1
FSH

Immunoassay

None

Yes

ROMA

CA-125
HE-4

Immunoassay

Menopausal
status

Yes

T2

Breast cancer MAAA assays
Test

Description

Methodology

Intended Use

FDA-approved

Prosigna

50 genes

NanoString
nCounter DX
Analysis

Recurrence risk
and molecular subtyping

Yes

Oncotype DX

21 genes

qRT-PCR

Recurrence risk

No
(exempt)

MammaPrint

70 genes

Microarray

Recurrence risk

Yes

BluePrint

80 genes

Microarray

Molecular subtyping

No

TargetPrint

ER, PR, HER2

Microarray

Molecular subtyping

No

Breast Cancer Index

5 genes

qRT-PCR

Recurrence risk

No

EndoPredict

12 genes

qRT-PCR

Recurrence risk

No

Mammostrat

5 proteins

IHC

Recurrence risk

No

qRT-PCR, quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; IHC, immunohistochemistry;
FDA, Food and Drug Administration

Emerging MAAAs in Women’s
Health

An emerging application of MAAA
testing, especially in Europe, is to
detect preeclampsia (PE). PE complicates 2%–3% of pregnancies and is a
major cause of mortality and morbidity
for mothers and babies. Severe PE can
lead to preterm birth at <37 weeks’
gestation. The traditional approach to

screening for PE is through maternal
demographics and medical history, and
this is the only approach recommended
by ACOG. Risk factors include nulliparity, being older than age 40, having
a body mass index (BMI) ≥35 kg/m2,
conceiving via in-vitro fertilization,
having a history of previous pregnancy
with PE, family history of PE, chronic
hypertension, chronic renal disease,
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The increased attention to MAAAs suggests
that more will enter practice in coming years.
Yet reimbursement may remain a hurdle.

diabetes mellitus, systemic lupus erythematosus, or thrombophilia (8).
In the United Kingdom, the
National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) guidelines define
high-risk of developing PE as having
any one high-risk factor or any two
moderate-risk factors (9). High-risk
factors include a history of hypertensive disease in previous pregnancy,
chronic kidney disease, autoimmune
disease, diabetes mellitus, or chronic
hypertension. Moderate-risk factors are
first pregnancy, age older than 40 years,
inter-pregnancy interval greater than
10 years, BMI at first visit of at least 35
kg/m2, or a family history of PE. The
screening approaches from ACOG
and NICE treat each risk factor as a
separate screening test with additive
detection rate and screen-positive rates.
In contrast to traditional PE
screening, MAAA testing has the
potential to generate a patient-specific
risk score. MAAA testing modifies a
patient’s a priori risk with results of
various biophysical and biochemical measurements to generate a PE
screen risk using an approach similar
to maternal serum screening for

aneuploidy.
Researchers
have identified five useful
biomarkers at
11-13 weeks’
gestation: mean
arterial pressure
(MAP), uterine
artery pulsatility
index (UtA-PI),
serum placental
growth factor
(PlGF), and
serum pregnancy associated
plasma proteinA (PAPP-A).
One multicenter study
conducted in the
U.K. evaluated
20,168 singleton
pregnancies at 11-13 weeks’ gestation
(10). PE detection rates using MAAAbased screening performed better than
current NICE recommendations. The
PE detection rate by NICE recommendations was 40.8%, whereas MAAA
using maternal factors, MAP, and
PAPP-A was 54%; maternal factors,
MAP, and PlGF 69%; and maternal factors, MAP, PlGF, and UtA-PI 82%.
Another method developed by
the Fetal Medicine Foundation uses
a multivariable algorithm including maternal factors, MAP, UtA-PI,
and PlGF. In a multicenter study of
35,948 singleton pregnancies at 11-13
weeks’ gestation, MAAA outperformed both the ACOG and NICE
recommendations for PE detection
(11). MAAA testing resulted in PE
detection rates of 100% at <32 weeks,
75% at <37 weeks, and 43% at ≥37
weeks, with a 10% false positive rate.
PE screening by ACOG recommendations had PE detection rates of 94%
at <32 weeks, 90% at <37 weeks,
and 89% at ≥37 weeks with a much
higher false positive rate of 64%.
Screening by NICE recommendations
had lower detection rates of 41% at

<32 weeks, 39% at <37 weeks, and
34% at ≥37 weeks with a 10% false
positive rate.
Although the screening for PE using
MAAA is not yet standard in clinical
practice, preliminary data suggests that
the addition of biomarkers in combination with maternal factors is superior
to screening by maternal factors alone.

Conclusions

The field of MAAA testing is diverse
and complex. Incorporating multiple
biochemical or molecular analytes into
algorithms with or without clinical
information allows for a personalized
risk assessment of a patient’s disease.
Given the potential clinical ramifications of MAAAs, FDA considers these
tests to be high-impact and high-risk.
Some are laboratory-developed and,
depending on the company or laboratory offering the test, the performance
of certain analytical or clinical parameters might not be available to the end
user. Some companies and labs may
not have data that reflect the potential
risks of the test such as the rates of false
negative and false positive results.
In contrast, FDA-approved MAAAs
have documented clinical sensitivity
and specificity. Nonetheless, differences between the tests may impact
treatment decision-making, as noted
earlier, and clinicians must be aware of
these differences.
The increased attention to
MAAAs suggests that more will
enter practice in coming years. Yet
reimbursement may remain a hurdle.
While the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services does not pay for
the algorithmic portion of MAAAs,
the Protecting Access to Medicare
Act that went into effect this year has
increased payment for some of these
tests. Currently there are at least 23
MAAAs with CPT codes assigned.
Some of these consist of biochemical
markers detected by immunoassay or
mass spectrometry, with or without
clinical information, while others use
molecular genetic markers.
The scientific advancement of
markers associated with complex
illnesses and patients’ responsiveness
to treatments, along with improved
technologies in clinical and molecular pathology, will continue to drive
development and implementation of
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MAAAs. It remains to be seen whether emerging MAAAs capable of refining diagnosis and guiding therapy will be routinely
implemented in clinical laboratories and become the standard
of care to improve women’s health.
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Despite
Headwinds,
Investors
Bullish
ON THE FUTURE
OF LABORATORY
MEDICINE
BY KIMBERLY SCOTT

D

espite reimbursement
and market pressures
facing clinical laboratories and the in vitro
diagnostics (IVD) market, investors
remain bullish on the industry, noting
that next-generation sequencing
(NGS), cancer testing, and companion diagnostics are spurring growth in
the IVD market even as labs struggle
with the effect of Medicare reimbursement cuts under the Protecting
Access to Medicare Act (PAMA).
While many smaller regional laboratories are experiencing stagnant
revenue growth due to PAMA, large
national labs are largely offsetting
the cuts through acquisitions, partnerships, and new revenue sources.
Publicly traded companies in the
specialty lab business that perform
esoteric testing, in some cases, are
benefiting from the changes to the
clinical laboratory fee schedule.
For example, CareDx, which
specializes in diagnostic testing for
transplant patients, has seen its stock
price increase by 23% so far this year
on positive earnings reports, primarily
driven by an increase in payment for
its AlloMap test and the launch in late
2017 of its AlloSure test for kidney
transplants. Under PAMA, Medicare
reimbursement for AlloMap increased
from $2,840.70 to $3,240.
“It’s a tale of two cities,” said
William Quirk, a senior research
analyst with Piper Jaffray. “Labs that
largely perform routine testing will
experience multiyear cuts while the
smaller specialty labs might stay flat
or actually see an increase.”
Amanda Murphy, an analyst
with William Blair, added that while
PAMA is reducing Medicare payments to many laboratories, it does
provide some certainty in payment
for the next several years. “From an
investor perspective, it’s a good thing
because it gives us visibility into payment,” she said. “It’s easier to plan
when you know what the reimbursement will be.”
monsitj/istockphoto.com

Acquisitions, partnerships,
and new sources of revenue
are key to growth for
commercial laboratories and
test manufacturers

Market Maneuvers for
National Labs

The two biggest national laboratories,
Quest and LabCorp, are countering the cuts through mergers and
acquisitions, lab management agreements with hospitals, and revenue
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diversification. In the past year alone,
Quest has acquired several laboratories, including Cleveland HeartLab,
Shiel Medical Laboratory, California
Laboratory Services, and Hartford
HealthCare outreach labs. Quest most
recently acquired MedXM, a provider
of home-based health risk assessments.
LabCorp, meanwhile, is branching
into new areas through acquisition
of Covance, a clinical trial and drug
development company; Chiltern, a
contract-research organization; and
ChromaDex, a food testing lab.
“LabCorp’s top line in the past
couple of quarters has grown by
eight percent, and half of that is
mergers and acquisitions,” Murphy
said. “We are definitely seeing more
consolidation, as well as partnership
deals and lab management deals.”
For the first quarter of 2018,
LabCorp reported revenue of $2.8
billion, up 18% over the same
period last year. The increase was

due largely to growth from acquisitions, with only 3.2% due to organic
growth. For the year, LabCorp is
projecting overall revenue growth of
10%–12% over 2017’s revenues of
$10.31 billion.
Quest, meanwhile, reported revenue of $1.88 billion, up 3.7% from
the same period last year. Key growth
drivers for the quarter were prescription drug monitoring, QuantiFERON
Gold for tuberculosis testing, and
noninvasive prenatal screening. For
2018, Quest is projecting revenues of
between $7.70 billion and $7.77 billion, an increase of 4%–5% over 2017.
“The profit growth for Quest and
LabCorp is pretty attractive relative
to the overall market, and they generate a fair amount of cash, so as long as
they’re deploying it well in terms of
mergers and acquisitions, we expect
them to grow at or above the present
market growth,” said Ross Muken, an
analyst with Evercore ISI.

IVD Manufacturers Bet on
Regulatory Approvals

The IVD market is also growing
despite market-related challenges.
While the North American IVD
market is by far the largest segment in
the world, with a revenue base of $19
billion, the Latin American market is
among the fastest growing, according to the “Global Outlook on the In
Vitro Diagnostics Industry,” a white
paper published by IQVIA (formerly
Quintiles IMS Holdings).
Molecular diagnostics, companion
diagnostics, and NGS, though a relatively small part of the overall diagnostic market, represent the biggest
growth areas. Experts are predicting
even more of an increase in NGS companion diagnostics for patients with
advanced cancer following a recent
decision by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) to
finalize a coverage decision allowing
NGS cancer panels that are approved
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“Other up and coming areas include infectious disease
testing, rapid tests for antimicrobial sensitivity,
noninvasive prenatal screening, latent tuberculosis
blood testing using interferon gamma release assay,
and pharmacogenomic testing.”
or cleared by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) to automatically receive full Medicare coverage.
The decision was made in conjunction with FDA approval of the
FoundationOne CDx companion
diagnostic test for solid tumors. That
test approval helped drive Foundation
Medicine’s fourth-quarter revenues of
$48.9 million, a 70% increase over the
same period the previous year.
Puneet Souda, a senior analyst
with Leerink Partners, notes the
CMS decision and FDA approval is
a positive for companies developing
companion diagnostics for oncology
indications. “This actually creates

Developing a
label-free IVD?

Master your
microns.
PRECISION ON GLASS

|

IMTAG.CH

more value for the tests,” he said.
“It creates a differentiation from
laboratory-developed tests [LDTs].
It doesn’t mean LDTs can’t compete
with [FDA approved tests], it just
creates a higher bar. It definitely is a
positive for the sector.”
Liquid biopsies also are poised for
a breakthrough, say experts. In 2016,
Roche received approval for EGFR
Mutation Test v2, a blood-based
companion diagnostic for the cancer
drug Tarceva. And earlier this year,
Guardant received an expedited access
pathway designation from FDA for its
Guardant360 assay, which is designed
to speed review. If approved, the test
could be the first FDA-approved comprehensive liquid biopsy.
For now, liquid biopsies are primarily being used as a secondary approach
when a traditional biopsy is not an
option, noted Blair’s Murphy, but
some test developers believe that they
could ultimately become a primary
diagnostic tool for some diseases.
Other up and coming areas in
diagnostics include infectious disease
testing, rapid tests for antimicrobial
sensitivity, noninvasive prenatal screening, latent tuberculosis blood testing
using interferon gamma release assay,
and pharmacogenomic testing.
IQVIA projects the IVD market
will expand at about 4% per year
through 2021 to reach $69 billion.
IVD market growth in Latin America
and Asia will more than offset reimbursement cuts in the United States.
Among segments experiencing solid
growth are immunochemistry, pointof-care testing, and molecular diagnostics, which represent about 30%, 10%,
and 8% of global sales, respectively.
Areas experiencing slower growth
include hematology and coagulation,
as well as traditional diabetes testing,
which is being affected by sensor-based
technology.
The top four IVD companies in
the world—Roche Diagnostics, Abbott

Laboratories, Danaher, and Siemens
Healthineers—are using research and
development, mergers and acquisitions
activity, and partnerships to expand
and strengthen their product offerings
while looking to global expansion initiatives to cater to both developed and
emerging regions. Strategic deals in
the past few years among the top four
and other IVD firms include: Abbott’s
acquisition of Alere, Canon’s acquisition of Toshiba Medical, Danaher’s
acquisition of Cepheid, and Siemens’
acquisition of Conworx.
A key area of merger and acquisition interest has been in the molecular diagnostics segment as companies
have sought to strengthen their development pipelines as well as existing
product portfolios, noted IQVIA.
“This trend will likely continue
because of the increasing demand
for molecular, although as more
established molecular companies are
consolidated, buyers may shift their
focus to early-stage companies with
novel technologies.”
Leerink’s Souda believes the
diagnostics market is positioned well
given the number of growth areas.
“Differentiated tests are attractively
positioned,” he said. “Genomics and
companion diagnostics, especially in
oncology, are very attractive areas and
have growth rates in the teens.”
“The IVD market will continue to
expand due to the rising burden of
disease, a global aging population, a
greater awareness of healthcare, and
an improving infrastructure across
the emerging regions,” according to
IQVIA. “In order for IVD competitors
to achieve healthy organic expansion,
they need to strengthen their position in high-growth markets while
leveraging their position in the more
mature regions and segments within
the industry.”
Ultimately, despite reimbursement pressures, regulatory hurdles,
and healthcare budget constraints,
diagnostics remains an attractive market for investors, analysts said. “We
feel positive about the sector,” Souda
commented. “There are a number of
things happening that make us optimistic about the future.”
Kimberly Scott is a freelance writer
who lives in Lewes, Delaware.
+EMAIL: kmscott2@verizon.net
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Top Laborat
Deficiencies
C

linical laboratories in
the U.S. operate within
a complex regulatory
system that monitors
the accuracy and quality of testing.
Laboratories must be familiar with
the regulatory process and the
agencies that inspect and accredit
laboratories in order to meet quality
guidelines, maintain inspection
readiness, and ensure their staff
understand and follow policies.
The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) sets
standards and regulates all clinical
laboratory testing performed on
patients in the U.S. through the CLIA.
CLIA, which applies to approximately 260,000 laboratory entities,
covers laboratory operations and
the performance of both laboratorydeveloped tests (LDT) and Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)-cleared
or approved tests marketed by in
vitro diagnostic (IVD) manufacturers.
The Division of Laboratory Services,
within the Survey and Certification
Group, under the Center for Clinical
Standards and Quality, has the
responsibility for implementing the
CLIA program.
Before they can accept human
samples for diagnostic testing, clinical laboratories must obtain a CLIA
certificate through their state agency
and be accredited by CMS or a
CMS-deemed organization, such as
the College of American Pathologists
(CAP). The states of Washington and

Across Accreditation Agencies
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New York operate differently, with
their own agencies that regulate laboratory testing, including certification
and inspection programs.
The CLIA program is 100% user-fee
financed and jointly administered by
three agencies within the Department
of Health and Human Services—FDA,
CMS, and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Each
agency has a unique role in assuring quality laboratory testing (Table
1). CLIA compliance is essential for
getting reimbursement from federally
funded programs such as Medicare and
Medicaid and other insurance agencies.
Laboratories can obtain multiple
types of CLIA certificates based on
the kinds of testing they perform,
including point-of-care testing
(POCT), provider-performed
microscopy (PPM), moderate
complexity, and high complexity.
Under CLIA regulations, when a
laboratory uses a test system that has

CLIA Administration

T1

Federal Agency

Responsibilities

Website

CMS

• Approves private accreditation organizations that perform
inspections; approves state exemptions
• Collects user fees
• Conducts inspections
• Enforces regulatory compliance
• Issues laboratory certificates
• Monitors laboratory performance on PT and approves PT programs
• Publishes CLIA rules and regulations

https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Legislation/CLIA/

FDA

• Categorizes tests based on complexity
• Develops rules and guidance for CLIA complexity categorization
• Reviews requests for Waiver by Application

https://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/
DeviceRegulationandGuidance/
IVDRegulatoryAssistance/ucm124105.htm

CDC

• Conducts laboratory quality improvement studies
• Develops and distributes professional information and
educational resources
• Develops technical standards and laboratory practice guidelines
• Manages the CLIA Advisory Committee
• Monitors PT practices
• Provides analysis, research, and technical assistance

https://wwwn.cdc.gov/clia/

CMS, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; PT, proficiency testing
Source: https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/Downloads/CLIABrochure.pdf
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not been approved by FDA, such
as a LDT, this is considered high
complexity testing. A laboratory may
not release any test results prior to
establishing a test’s analytical validity.

Accreditation Organizations

Currently, seven independent
accreditation organizations may
certify clinical laboratories under
CLIA. These deemed agencies make
sure that laboratories follow CLIA
regulations but may also enhance
requirements beyond what CLIA
stipulates. CMS is responsible for
overseeing criteria for accrediting
agencies that work on behalf of the
agency. CMS does not regularly
inspect laboratories accredited
under a deemed organization in
good standing but can still inspect
unannounced at any time.
For example, CMS recognizes
CAP guidelines and inspections
as equivalent to or more stringent
than CLIA requirements. CAP

T2

requirement checklists at minimum
encompass all CLIA standards.
However, deemed agencies have
guidelines, checklist items, and
processes of inspection that can
differ substantially from each
other. For example, CAP conducts
lab inspections with the help
of volunteers from other CAPaccredited peer laboratories,
whereas full-time staff of COLA
(formerly the Commission on Office
Laboratory Accreditation) and The
Joint Commission (TJC) perform
inspections for these organizations.

Types of CMS Deficiencies

CMS deficiencies fall into two general
categories. Standard level deficiencies describe a laboratory’s failure to
follow an individual requirement in
CLIA regulations. Condition level
deficiencies are more serious and may
involve failure on multiple standards.
Further, CMS defines deficiencies
as having no immediate jeopardy or

Comparison of CMS, CAP, COLA, and TJC top 10 deficiencies findings in 2016

Error Type

CMS Labs

CMS POL

CAP

COLA

TJC

Testing personnel competency

6

5

1

1,8

1

Procedure manual

1,3

1,3

3

Instrument correlations

10

10

4

Activity menu

2

SOP manual review

2

5

Maintenance records

9

9

6

Reagent labeling; expiration

8

7

7

PT evaluation / Review by lab director

8

Method validation approval

10

7
3,4

PT enrollment

10

4,9

LD not fulfilling his role: QC/QA review

2

5$,6

Waived testing QC and IQCP

5

10

TC and TS not complying with role and responsibilities

6

5$

AMR verification problems

9

8

SOP for analytical systems

2

8

Check test accuracy: 2X/Yr

4

2

Test report content

5

4

Test performed manufacturer instructions

7

6

Lack of cumulative QC

9
3
7

CMS, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; POL, physician office labs; CAP, College of American Pathologists; TJC, The Joint Commission; SOP,
standard operating procedures; PT, proficiency testing; LD, lab director; QC, quality control; QA, quality assurance; IQCP, individualized quality control plan;
TC, technical consultant; TS, technical supervisor; AMR, analytical measurement range.
$ Some laboratories have their medical director fulfill role and responsibilities of the TC/TS.

immediate jeopardy, with the latter
the most serious. Deficiencies in the
immediate jeopardy category indicate
that a laboratory’s noncompliance
already has or could lead to serious
patient harm or death.
One example of a condition
level deficiency that CMS considers especially serious is proficiency
testing referral, which occurs when a
surveyor determines that a laboratory
has intentionally referred proficiency
testing to another laboratory. This
results in a mandatory citation even
if there is not documented negative
outcome or potential harm.

Top Deficiencies Found by CMS
Surveyors

As of January 2018, CMS was
responsible for surveying 17,967
laboratories. This number does not
include nearly 12,000 physician office
laboratories, nor the 184,298 laboratories that perform waived testing and
are exempt from inspection and most
other CLIA requirements.
Common standard level deficiencies in laboratories inspected by CMS
include: testing personnel competency
assessment, reagent storage according to manufacturer’s instructions
(includes humidity requirements),
use of expired reagents, improper
instrument maintenance records, and
analytical measurement range verification. Documentation of acceptable
specimen criteria, proper patient
identification, and checks for quality
in analytical systems also make the
top 10 list (See Table 2).
Of the more serious condition
level deficiencies, problems with
personnel requirements and qualifications predominate (six out of 10
top citations). Personnel deficiencies
relate to qualification requirements
of the laboratory director, technical
consultant, laboratory supervisor, and
testing personnel.
Laboratories should create a process
to verify their job descriptions against
CLIA standards and ensure that all
staff serve in one of the CLIA-defined
roles with appropriately documented
education, training, and experience.
These requirements should also be
incorporated into the hiring process as
labs screen applicants.
Proper proficiency testing procedures and maintaining and monitoring
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lab equipment are the next major
condition level deficiencies. The total
number of condition deficiencies
significantly smaller than standard
level deficiencies—CMS cited 878
(5.1%) of labs surveyed for the
number one standard level deficiency
versus 465 (2.6%) of labs surveyed for
the top condition level deficiency.

Comparing Common
Deficiencies

Reviewing the deficiency lists from
TJC, CAP, COLA, and CMS, common problems emerge. Laboratories
can be better prepared for inspections—and increase their attention to
essential quality systems—by focusing
efforts in these areas since so many
struggle to meet standards.
The most common areas of deficiencies among all the agencies include:
testing personnel qualifications and
competency evaluation, proficiency
testing, method comparisons and analytical measurement range (AMR) verification, and instrument maintenance
and service visit documentation.

Approved Accreditation Organizations
for Clinical Laboratories
Laboratories can elect to meet CLIA regulations by following the
requirements of one of the following laboratory accrediting organizations.
Commission on Office Laboratory Accreditation (COLA), www.cola.org
College of American Pathologists (CAP), www.cap.org
The Joint Commission (TJC), www.jointcommission.org
American Association of Blood Banks (AABB), www.aabb.org
American Association for Laboratory Accreditation (A2LA),
www.a2la.org
6. American Osteopathic Association, www.osteopathic.org
7. American Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics
(ASHI), www.ashi-hla.org
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Laboratories may also be certified directly by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, which contracts with state agencies
for inspections. Laboratories in the states of New York and
Washington are exempt under CLIA and meet state requirements that
are at least as stringent as CLIA.
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College of American Pathologists

Competency assessment of testing personnel led the list of CAP
deficiencies for 2016, followed by
instrument correlations/method
comparisons, review of procedure
manuals by the lab staff and medical
director, evaluation of proficiency
testing results, and review of equipment function checks/maintenance
records. Proper reagent labeling,
updating activity menu, and documentation of method validation also
resulted in a significant number of
deficiencies.

The Joint Commission

TJC standards emphasize the results
a laboratory should achieve, not the
specific methods of compliance, and
were developed with input from
professional laboratory organizations. TJC top 10 deficiencies in 2016
include testing personnel competency
evaluation, instrument correlations,
proficiency testing participation,
instrument maintenance records, AMR
verification, and individualized quality
control plans for waived testing (See
Table 5 online only).

Responding to Deficiencies

COLA

COLA’s top 10 deficiencies in 2016
primarily include not fulfilling personnel responsibilities. Examples of specific problems include lack of review
of quality control, proficiency testing
results not reviewed by the laboratory director, and issues with defining
technical consultant and lab supervisor
roles and responsibilities (See Table 4
online only).

If cited, a clinical laboratory must submit a written response within 10 business days of receiving a CMS statement
of deficiencies. This response is known
as the plan of correction (form CMS2567). An acceptable plan of correction addresses all deficiencies noted
and must be specific, realistic, and
complete. The plan also must name
the individual responsible for monitoring the corrective actions and note the
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date of completion for each citation.
The laboratory must reach compliance
under the plan and be prepared for a
follow-up visit within 30-45 days from
the date of the original survey.
Importantly, the laboratory must
complete a plan of correction and
provide acceptable evidence that the
deficient practices have been rectified
before the condition is considered in
compliance.

Becoming Inspection-Ready

Laboratory directors and other leaders
are responsible for ensuring that their
laboratories are inspection-ready at
all times. While a particular person on
staff may be designated to coordinate
accreditation and inspection activities, all employees need to understand their roles and responsibilities.
Regulatory compliance is the responsibility of every individual that works
in a laboratory.
Leaders must involve the entire
staff in all levels of inspection
readiness—which should be part of
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everyday decision-making. Decisions
about staffing, equipment, reagents,
controls, and other aspects of lab
operations should consider the effect
on a laboratory’s inspection readiness.
Carrying out a self-inspection is
a good place to begin to determine
whether a laboratory is compliant
with CLIA regulations. Any deficiencies found—during either a mock or a
real inspection—should be addressed
as individual line items as well as
assessed as a group to determine if the
laboratory has a systemic problem.
Quality programs are not extras:
They ensure the robustness of the
overall performance of a clinical laboratory. By performing self-inspections
and dealing with any problems, laboratories improve staff morale, preserve
the organization’s reputation, and
avoid costly citations.

should emphasize a culture of continual inspection readiness, addressing
problems as soon as they are identified.
It’s no secret that regulations and
guidelines are often not easy to
understand, especially as they relate
to a laboratory’s specific testing
needs. When in doubt, a laboratory
should always contact its accrediting
agency with questions. Laboratory
compliance is an ongoing process,
and every member of the lab team a
key stakeholder.

5. Eden PR, Davis CM, and Herring CF.
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Conclusion

Understanding regulations and
guidelines from CMS and accreditation
agencies helps make a successful
quality lab. A laboratory’s management
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Beckman Coulter Receives CE Mark for Early Sepsis
Indicator

■

FDA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR
MEDICAL DEVICES THAT COULD
HELP COMBAT OPIOID EPIDEMIC

A

s part of the Food and Drug
Administration’s (FDA)
ongoing efforts to address opioid
abuse in the U.S., the agency has
launched an innovation challenge

to spur the development of medical
devices—including diagnostic tests
and digital health technologies—that
could provide novel solutions for
detecting, treating, and preventing
addiction; addressing diversion;
and treating pain. The agency is
encouraging developers to submit
proposals to the challenge, which
is open to products in any stage of
development from concept to testing.
In the diagnostic field, examples of
potential products FDA is looking
for include tests to identify patients
at increased risk for addiction or
technologies that prevent diversion
of prescription opioids. Companies
selected by FDA through the
challenge will then have the
opportunity to work closely with the
agency to accelerate the development
and review of their innovative
products.
“We’re hopeful that in collaborating with public health-minded
innovators, we can identify and
accelerate the development of new
technologies, whether a device,
diagnostic test, mobile medical app,
or even new clinical decision support
software, that can contribute in novel
and effective ways to help reduce

the scope of this crisis,” said FDA
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, MD.
FDA will accept proposals
submitted to CDRH-InnovationOpioids@fda.hhs.gov through
September 30 and intends to
announce the selected applicants in
November of this year.

■

ROCHE GETS EXPANDED FDA
APPROVAL FOR ZIKA BLOOD
DONATION SCREENING TEST

T

he Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has approved an additional claim for Roche’s cobas Zika test
for use on the cobas 6800/8800
systems. The test is a qualitative in vitro
nucleic acid screening assay for the
direct detection of Zika virus RNA in
plasma specimens from individual
human blood donors and was originally
released under FDA’s Investigational
New Drug Application protocol before
receiving commercial approval in
October 2017. The newly approved
claim allows this test to be used for
screening multiple individual blood or
plasma donations that have been pooled
together. This follows the updated
industry recommendations for screening
the U.S. blood supply made at the

Westend61/Getty Images

Regulatory
Roundup

The European CE mark has been granted to Beckman Coulter for its Early
Sepsis Indicator, a hematology-based solution designed to identify patients who
either have or are at risk of developing sepsis. This is the first early sepsis
warning test to be offered as part of a complete blood count with differential.
Because it is part of a routine blood test, it will not create any additional
workflow burden for the laboratory or emergency department and should
decrease time to result. The test runs on Beckman’s recently launched DxH
900 hematology analyzer, which uses enhanced Coulter technology to
characterize cells in their near-native states and detect morphological changes
in monocytes. Monocytes play a role in the dysregulated immune response
to sepsis and, according to Beckman Coulter, identifying morphological
changes in these cells provides insight into possible sepsis earlier than
other indicators.
Now that the company has received the CE mark for the Early
Sepsis Indicator, it plans to submit the test to the Food and Drug
Administration in the near future for 510(k) clearance.

Improving Health
for 50 Years
For 50 years, using
CLSI’s library of
standards has been
the most-trusted
way to ensure proper
testing and quality
control—helping labs
provide the highest
quality results for their
patients.
Learn more about
how CLSI can help
improve your lab,
including resources
to help you pass or
maintain accreditation
at clsi.org/learnmore.

December 1, 2017, meeting of the
Blood Products Advisory Committee
(BPAC), an appointed group of key
medical and scientific advisors to
FDA. In addition to supporting the
most recent BPAC recommendations,
the extended claims for cobas Zika
aim to facilitate a simplified testing
workflow for blood screening
laboratories.

CEPHEID STREP TEST RECEIVES
FDA CLEARANCE, CLIA WAIVER

C

epheid has earned Food and
Drug Administration 510(k)
clearance as well as a waiver under
CLIA for the Xpert Xpress Strep A
test. The test is intended to diagnose
pharyngitis caused by Streptococcus
pyogenes (group A strep) and to
reduce the use of antibiotics in
treating pharyngitis due to organisms
other than group A strep. As a
CLIA-waived test, the Xpert Xpress
Strep A can be performed in nearpatient settings by untrained users. It
uses on-board reagents and automated real-time polymerase chain
reaction to detect the SpeB gene of
Streptococcus pyogenes, generating
positive results in as little as 18
minutes and negative results in about
24 minutes. The test exhibits a
sensitivity of 100% and a specificity
of 94.1%. There is also no requirement for culture confirmation of
negative results unless clinical
symptoms persist or there is an
outbreak of acute rheumatic fever.

■

AUSTRALIA OKS GENETIC
SIGNATURES’ TEST FOR
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANT
PATHOGENS

G

enetic Signatures has received
registration from Australia’s
Therapeutic Goods Administration
for its EasyScreen Extended
Spectrum Beta-Lactamase and
Carbapenemase Producing
Organisms (ESBL & CPO) detection
kit. Earlier this year, the test also
received the European CE mark. The
ESBL & CPO kit detects 16 betalactam and carbapenem-resistant
pathogen targets in less than 3 hours.
It uses real-time polymerase chain
reaction coupled with Genetic

Signatures’ 3base Technology, a
multiplex system that identifies
methylation patterns in DNA and is
also compatible with RNA specimens.
3base Technology works by using the
bisulphite method, which converts all
cytosines into thymines in unmethylated DNA, thereby converting a
four-base pair sequence into a
three-base pair sequence of only
adenines, thymines, and guanines. By
eliminating cytosines from an
organism’s genome, 3base simplifies
DNA sequences and makes it possible
to use one assay to identify all variants
within a class of microbial species.

■

BIOGX EARNS CE MARK FOR
MENINGITIS AND ANTIBIOTIC
RESISTANCE TESTS

T

he CE mark has been granted
to BioGx for six infectious
diseases tests designed to run on
Becton Dickinson’s BD Max platform: The Viral Meningitis HSV/
VZV test aids in the diagnosis of viral
meningitis by detecting DNA from
herpes simplex virus-1, herpes
simplex virus-2, and varicella-zoster
virus, while the Bacterial Meningitis
NSH and Bacterial Meningitis
ELGBS tests aid in the diagnosis of
bacterial meningitis by detecting
DNA from Neisseria meningitidis,
Streptococcus pneumoniae, and
Haemophilus influenzae, and from
Escherichia coli, Listeria spp., and
group B Streptococcus, respectively.
The Carbapenem Resistance KNO
test aids in the detection of carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae and
other organisms resistant to carbapenem harboring DNA from resistance
genes KPC, NDM-1, and OXA-48.
The Carbapenem/Colistin Resistance
VGM test aids in the detection of
carbapenem and/or colistin resistant
Enterobacteriaceae and other organisms resistant to carbapenem and/or
colistin harboring DNA from
resistance genes VIM, GES, and
mcr-1. The last test, Vancomycin
Resistance, aids in the detection of
vancomycin resistant Enterococcus
and other organisms resistant to
vancomycin harboring DNA from
resistance genes vanA, vanB, vanC1,
and vanC2/3.

Sofia Lyme:
Results
in minutes,
not days.
Diagnosing Lyme disease is hard. Symptoms are broad and generic, mimicking many
other conditions. Patients feel horrible and want answers. It doesn’t help that current
testing methods may take hours or days for results. Not anymore! Sofia Lyme FIA provides
objective and automated results in only 10 minutes, getting doctor and patient on a path
to treatment much sooner.
Sofia Lyme FIA is the only rapid, near-patient testing solution that provides IgM and IgG
differentiated results in a single test. It has demonstrated accuracy on par with current
testing methods — all with less than 1 minute hands-on-time in near-patient moderately
complex labs. And as you’ve come to expect from Sofia, our Lyme assay functions in WALK
AWAY and READ NOW modes, providing flexible workflow options based on lab needs.
To have your customer's moderately-complex
lab ready for Lyme season with Sofia Lyme FIA,
visit us at AACC in booth 4056, or call your
Quidel account manager at 800.874.1517.
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Knowing Versus Doing in Quality Improvement

B

efore building a small shed
about 15 years ago, I read
with great enthusiasm copious
articles about how to design
and build it. But every time I had the
urge to build, I would lie down, let
that urge pass, and read some more.
I read so much about how to build it
that I educated myself into inactivity.
There were so many design choices
and construction techniques. I knew
more than I needed, but I did nothing.
Eventually, I talked to a builder who
told me there was no one right way to
do it. Nearly all the designs I had were
fine. He told me to choose something
simple that I could accomplish. I took
his sage advice and finally built my
shed. It looks great and still stands. The
injuries—the hammered thumb, the
strained back—are long healed.
The same quest for knowledge
leading to inertia holds true with quality improvement (QI). There are so
many tactics, techniques, and things
to know: books, articles, videos, and
courses on methods, including a library
on Lean. QI learners also can explore
myriad subtopics such as choosing
metrics, mapping processes, and how to
talk with staff. We also have access to
courses, certificates, mentoring systems,
travel opportunities, and a list of consultants as long as a roll of paper towels.
QI consultants include those who
know and used to do, those who
know and have never done, and those
who know and do. Some have experience in the laboratory domain, or at
least the healthcare domain, and some
are trying to painfully crosswalk their
experience in construction, software

development, cars,
furniture, or instrument
manufacturing into the
lab domain.
In the best case, laboratorians’ quest for QI knowledge leads to something
valuable becoming known.
In the worst case, they
gather only a bucket of
fading jargon and the scars
from a cashectomy (a common operation in which
an abundance of cash is
removed from a budget).
Knowing is about reading and listening and being stimulated with new
ideas and exercises and a lunch break
and socializing. It is fun. Knowing is a
slow jog on a flat track. Doing is about
struggling and collaborating and failing and arm-twisting and trading and
blaming and crying and feeling inadequate. Doing is pushing a boulder up
a hill. It is exhausting. Knowing takes
time, doing takes backbone.
Yet knowing is a prerequisite to
doing. To carry out a QI project is to
know it could have been carried out
better, faster, and cheaper, but that will
have to wait until next time. Some
examples of knowing versus doing in
life and the lab are listed in Table 1.
In a previous article (1), I wrote
about how to choose the right project to gain an early victory in QI.
This involves choosing a problem
that is hated and solvable; choosing
a measurement that describes that
problem and making that measurement visible; using a few simple
tools to understand the problem

deeply; intervening to mitigate the
problem; sustaining the gain; and
finally, celebrating.
If you have a QI experience you
would like to share that would be
of interest to readers, write to me at
Michael.astion@seattlechildrens.org
about your experience of knowing
versus doing, and we can make these
collected reflections the subject of a
future piece.
Michael Astion, MD, PhD, editor-in-chief,
CLN Patient Safety Focus, is clinical
professor of laboratory medicine at the
University of Washington department of
laboratory medicine, and medical director
of the department of laboratories at
Seattle Children’s Hospital.
+EMAIL: michael.astion@seattlechildrens.org
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Knowing Versus Doing: A Story

Doing

I can’t hit the ball and I’m
going to quit this game. It feels
good to break these clubs.
This book about golf is
great. I know everything
about the golf swing, and I
can’t wait to get out there.
Why do those robots
break so often? The
automation course
This short course
about how robots will did not discuss the
do all lab tasks really amazing amount of
errors a bad robot
has me motivated
can make in a short
to improve our
time. I wish we had
automation.
a better service
contract.

This book about yoga is
mind-blowing. I’m ready for the
physical and mental benefits
that yoga has to offer.

Please call the doctor,
I believe I just seriously
sprained my giblets.
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I can’t believe
I just ate half a
birthday cake.

Please stop yelling at the
clients. The article specifically
states that clients do not like
to be told they are stupid.
This article about customer
service is going to change
the way we talk to our
customers.

A composite story from multiple colleagues about the
difference between knowing and doing
A clinical laboratory wanted to install an automated immunoassay analyzer to reduce
the many manual methods the staff used for some autoantibody and infectious
diseases testing. The manual method involved frequent pipetting—an error-prone
process that caused a variety of complaints about repetitive motion injuries.
The laboratory director and manager attended educational sessions at a
conference, as well as a few webinars, to learn about trends in automation and
automated immunoassays. All the education sessions were fun, and some even
served food.
The lab staff had a fair amount of experience with automation and putting
chemistry and hematology assays on line, but had less experience with automating
the kinds of assays they were moving onto this piece of equipment. As it turned out,
some of these assays proved to be tricky, with a fair amount of interferences and
indeterminate results. The technologists in the lab had warned about this.
The lab went ahead and purchased an instrument and migrated the assays over.
Some of the techs were angry about this decision since they were experts in the
manual methods, some of which required considerable manual dexterity and
experience. The instrument repeatedly broke down in the first few months. Part of
the problem was operator error, but some rested with the instrument. In their
troubleshooting, the staff found it hard at times to separate one from the other.
At one point the lab had to issue more than 10 corrected reports in 1 week, some
of which involved moving values into or out of the reference range. The lab director
had to apologize to a patient who was very upset about receiving a false diagnosis.
The lab director thought about quitting, but couldn’t afford it. She also didn’t
want to be defeated by a robot. Over time, the lab gradually learned the
instrumentation’s quirks and worked with clinicians to better understand the nuances
of how they used the results clinically. It took about a year, but the instrument
became a stable workhorse.
The lab’s leadership learned: It can be hard to automate a tricky assay; it is
important to listen to the voice of the customer, including bench technologists; trust
the manufacturer, but verify what the company says with unbiased, real-world visits or
consultations with colleagues who have similar labs; leadership is all about change
and the pain of change is always underestimated.
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Knowing

This book about
proper nutrition
is fantastic,
a real gamechanger.
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Enhancing Communication of Potentially
Compromised Test Results

W

ith so many priorities
competing for their time,
clinical laboratorians often
must make deliberate,
painful choices about which quality improvement (QI) projects offer
the best return on scarce resources.
Other times patient safety problems
appear so quickly that they thwart
careful plans for QI projects already
in the queue. At our lab, such was the
case with a QI project that tackled
canceled specimens.
It started with several phone calls
from clinicians about tests that had
been canceled due to “specimen contamination” without further information. In some instances, the clinical
team wanted the test results released
for documentation even though they
were clearly compromised by intravenous (IV) fluid, as was apparent by
the number and pattern of abnormal
test results. In other instances, we discovered that the lab had canceled test
orders inappropriately: What initially
appeared as a contaminated specimen represented accurate, but highly
abnormal, test results for patients
who were rapidly deteriorating. After
investigating the issue, an array of
problem cases surfaced, each more
eye-opening than the last, revealing
specimen contamination as a significant patient safety issue.
It became clear to us that clinical laboratory scientists should not
be making unilateral decisions to
cancel results for samples suspected
of being contaminated. We needed

a joint decision-making strategy that
included both clinical laboratorians
and healthcare providers to increase
communication, documentation,
and overall satisfaction for everyone
involved in making these tough decisions. Incorrectly canceling testing on
a specimen that is not truly contaminated may lead to delayed results.
Conversely, releasing erroneous, contaminated results could result in inappropriate diagnosis and treatment.
Both scenarios have the potential to
harm patients, leaving little room
for doubt about our need for a
multidisciplinary group of experts.

Easy as Ctrl + P

We started the QI project by asking
the lab staff to simply print the screen
of results in our laboratory information system (LIS) for the samples
they believed were contaminated and
for which they planned to cancel the
test order per lab policy. This was a
minor change to their workflow, but
this data collection was critical to the
project’s success.
After collecting and reviewing 3
months of data, we found that, on
average, the lab suspected contamination in 125 specimens per month.
Pathology residents audited the
cancellations by performing chart
reviews.
The chart reviews revealed
that some of the more seasoned
clinical laboratory scientists were
better at catching the less obviously
contaminated specimens while the

overtly contaminated specimens were
accurately identified by both new and
seasoned staff. The data also provided
insight into who could benefit from
targeted education. Overall, the
data demonstrated that for 90% of
the cancellations due to specimen
contamination, clinical lab personnel
had the same interpretation as the
residents.
One of the goals defined early
in the QI process was to increase
the concordance rate between the
behavior of the lab personnel and
the clinical results collected by the
residents. This led us to improve our
test cancellation procedure by adding
a section that highlights common
contaminants, such as normal saline
and heparin, and provides general
examples of how they can affect
lab results (1, 2). By providing
more specific criteria for evaluating
specimen contamination, we were
able to help the lab staff more
accurately identify suspicious samples.
Soliciting feedback following the
procedural change yielded several
ideas for additional educational tools,
including a notebook with examples
of compromised patient test results
to illustrate typical patterns. We
also implemented safeguards such
as encouraging staff to contact the
resident on call or their medical
director if they had questions about
whether a sample is contaminated
since, in general, lowering the
threshold for escalating concerns
improves patient safety.
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Although it is important to
properly identify a compromised
sample to prevent treatment
errors, it is equally as important
to communicate clearly about any
compromised sample. We updated
our test cancellation procedure
to provide guidance on how to
communicate suspicion of specimen
contamination to other sections
within the lab as well as to patient
care providers.
To improve communication
internally, the clinical laboratory
scientists must now query the LIS
to take several required actions.
These include: investigating other
results on the same order that may
be adversely affected; reviewing
previous orders to see if there was a
recent cancellation due to contamination and escalating to a medical
director if warranted; determining if
the patient specimen was collected
in the inpatient setting; and notifying the phlebotomy supervisor if the
contaminated specimen was collected in-house by a phlebotomist.
Having this information available
prior to calling the clinical team
means the lab often can make a single, more productive phone call. This
procedure also helps the lab escalate
problems more quickly through the
appropriate channels.
We also recognized that clinicians
need to know why the lab suspects
sample contamination so that they
can be involved in making the decision to cancel testing. Clinicians
have specialized knowledge about
the patient and their departmental
practices, just as clinical laboratory
scientists have specialized knowledge of the assays and instruments.
The new protocol requires clinical laboratory scientists to explain
to the patient care provider why
contamination is suspected based
on the test results generated. They
are also instructed to inquire about
how the specimen was collected to
determine if contamination is likely
due to drawing through a peripheral IV catheter. If this investigation
confirms that a sample has been contaminated, we cancel the affected
tests and re-draw the patient at the
physician’s discretion.

F1

Distribution of test cancellations

Non-specimen
integrity issues
47%

Specimen
integrity issues
53%

Clotted/
Hemolyzed/
Viscous/Etc.
21%

Insufficient
quantity
21%

Stability
expired/
Handling
6%
Contamination
5%

Interfering
substances
0.3%

We also require that staff use a
new cancellation comment to document that the order was canceled
specifically due to suspected contamination, including the clinician’s
name who approved the cancellation. If the care provider cannot confirm or does not agree that contamination is likely, then we release the
results with a comment documenting that the ordering physician was
notified about the suspected specimen contamination and to repeat
testing if clinically indicated. We also
use this comment when a physician wants the contaminated results
released into the medical record for
documentation.

Small Victories Are Worth the
Effort

Gaining traction with this QI project was challenging but worth the
effort. Ultimately, implementing the
workflow changes described above
improved communication both in
and out of the lab, enhanced documentation of suspected contaminated results, and most importantly,
improved patient safety.
A post-intervention data review
demonstrated that approximately
50% of our test cancellations were
due to specimen integrity issues such
as insufficient quantity for testing,
hemolysis, or detection of an interfering substance (Figure 1). With
the new cancellation comment, we

identified that approximately 10% of
these specimens were cancelled due
to contamination. This translates to
a total of 5% of all test cancelations
in our lab for which the enhanced
procedure improved communication
and documentation, approximately
1,500 specimens a year.
This small QI victory provided
the confidence and momentum
needed to tackle larger issues with
the same persistence. It also fostered
better inter-departmental relationships with caregivers. Without these
relationships, other QI initiatives
down the road would not have been
possible.
Jaime Noguez, PhD, DABCC, is the
associate director of clinical chemistry
and toxicology at University Hospitals
Cleveland Medical Center and assistant
professor of pathology at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.
+EMAIL: jaime.noguez@uuhospitals.org
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Illumina Acquires Edico Genome, Aims to Make Genomic
Sequencing More Accessible

Illumina has acquired Edico Genome, a provider of data analysis acceleration
solutions for next-generation sequencing (NGS), with the goal of using Edico’s
Dragen Bio-IT (Dragen) platform to develop a rapid sequencing workflow.
Edico’s Dragen uses field programmable gate array technology in conjunction
with proprietary software algorithms to reduce both the data footprint and
time to result of genomic analysis. Dragen runs on-site, in the cloud, or in a
hybrid mode, and is compatible with multiple cloud storage solutions and
analysis pipelines. The Dragen platform complements Illumina’s sequencing
portfolio, and Illumina hopes that it will enable customers to reduce
investment in computing infrastructure and to focus more on result
interpretation and reporting. Edico Genome has also built a strong base
of NGS customers who have already incorporated Dragen as a standard
part of their sequencing workflow. One notable example of this is Rady
Children’s Institute of Genomic Medicine, which has successfully
coupled Dragen with Illumina sequencers to accelerate the delivery of
genomic insights for thse institute’s critically ill newborn patients.
“As the scale of sequencing expands, decreasing the cost and time of
analysis will be important to fuel the clinical adoption of sequencing,”
said Pieter van Rooyen, PhD, president and CEO of Edico Genome.
“Our team is invigorated at the prospect of joining Illumina to combine
our respective strengths to streamline and accelerate secondary analysis
for the genomics community.”
■

MYRIAD TO BUY REPRODUCTIVE
GENETIC TESTING FIRM COUNSYL

A

s part of a plan to enter the
reproductive testing market,
Myriad Genetics has signed an
agreement to acquire Counsyl, a
company that focuses on expanded
carrier and noninvasive prenatal
screening, for $375 million. Founded
in 2007, Counsyl in the past year has
generated more than $134 million in
revenue. The company's expanded
carrier screening test, Foresight, covers
more than 175 clinically actionable
conditions with an accuracy of greater
than 99.99% across ethnicities for
most genes on the panel. Counsyl’s
portfolio also includes the noninvasive
prenatal screening test Prelude. “By
offering Counsyl’s best-in-class
reproductive testing products in
conjunction with Myriad’s leading
hereditary cancer tests, we are well
positioned to be the premier women’s
health genetic testing company,” said

Mark C. Capone, president and CEO
of Myriad Genetics.

■

JOHNS HOPKINS, TORONTO’S
MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL TO USE
BGI’S GENOMIC TECHNOLOGY

T

he China-based global genomics
company BGI has entered
partnerships with Mount Sinai
Hospital in Toronto, Canada, and
Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore that will leverage BGI’s
sequencing technologies. Under the
company’s agreement with the Sinai
Health System, the partners will
develop a genomics-based diagnostic
test for the early identification of
women at risk for pre-term birth and
other pregnancy complications. To
support this collaboration study
on-site, BGI will place a BGISEQ
next-generation sequencing platform
at Sinai Health, which will mark the
first installation of the BGISEQ
platform in North America.

Through BGI’s collaboration with
Johns Hopkins, the company will use
its sequencing technologies to help
build a genomic and immunogenomic
database of pancreatic cancer malignancies in support of the Hopkins
Pancreatic Cancer Precision Medicine
Center of Excellence (PMCoE)
program. BGI and Johns Hopkins
researchers will also develop a joint
research program to analyze the data
collected from the PMCoE program,
with a focus on biomarker discovery,
validation, and neoepitope predictions
related to patient survival and drug
response and resistance.

■

SIEMENS, HILL-ROM TO PROVIDE
INTEGRATED SUITE OF DIABETES
TESTING SOLUTIONS

S

iemens Healthineers and
Hill-Rom have signed an
agreement to co-market a suite of
point-of-care diagnostic instruments
designed to bridge gaps in primary
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community and an edge on the latest advances in new technologies
and products for the clinical lab.

REGISTER TODAY! www.aacc.org/register
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care for diabetes patients. The integrated offering incorporates the
Siemens Healthineers DCA Vantage
and Clinitek Status + Urine Chemistry
analyzers with Hill-Rom’s Welch Allyn
RetinaVue Network and imaging
technology. The DCA Vantage
monitors a patient’s glycemic control
with HbA1c testing, and the Clinitek
Status + Urine Chemistry analyzer
enables providers to perform a kidney
check with albumin-to-creatinine ratio
testing; both CLIA-waived tests
generate results in minutes. With the
Welch Allyn RetinaVue Network
offering, providers perform in-office
diabetic retinal exams by transmitting
retinal images to a nationwide team of
board-certified ophthalmologists for
interpretation. By offering these three
solutions together, Siemens and
Hill-Rom hope to enable providers to
test and treat diabetes patients in a
single visit and to enable healthcare
systems to adopt a more holistic and
streamlined approach to diabetes care.

■

FOUNDATION MEDICINE, ROCHE, DIAN
TEAM ON PERSONALIZED CANCER
CARE IN CHINA

F

oundation Medicine, Roche,
and Dian Diagnostics have
joined forces to integrate Foundation
Medicine’s comprehensive genomic
profiling (CGP) assays, Foundation One,
FoundationACT, and FoundationOne
Heme, into cancer care in China. All
three oncology tests provide information about the genomic signature of
a patient’s disease in order to guide
treatment decisions. Under the agreement, Roche will maintain commercial
exclusivity for Foundation Medicine’s
products in China, and in cooperation
with Dian will continue its current incountry activities to support the broad
integration of CGP into clinical care. In
turn, Dian—a developer and supplier
of Chinese medical diagnostic products
and services—will become the exclusive
clinical sequencing partner in China for
Foundation Medicine’s CGP assays.

4th Year in a Row!

Same Great Assay – Certified Again!
25 OH Vitamin D TOTAL Assay
DiaSorin has achieved certification from the Vitamin D Standardization
Certification Program (VDSCP) for four years in a row (2014 - 2017). The
VDSCP is an international collaborative initiative organized by the Office of
Dietary Supplements of the National Institutes of Health to help standardize
25(OH) Vitamin D measurement across methods and manufacturers.*
The DiaSorin LIAISON® 25 OH Vitamin D TOTAL Assay met the VDSCP
requirements for four consecutive years without changes to the assay or its
calibration.

DiaSorin: The Innovation Leader in Vitamin D Testing.
For more information about DiaSorin’s 25 OH Vitamin D and 1,25
Dihydroxyvitamin D assays, call 1-800-328-1482 or visit www.diasorin.com.
* The VDSCP also includes collaboration with the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Vitamin D External Quality Assessment Scheme (DEQAS),
the College of American Pathologists (CAP), the American Association for Clinical Chemistry (AACC), the
International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (IFCC), along with national surveys and
collaborators around the world.
DiaSorin Inc. | www.diasorin.com
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In the May issue, we made an error in an advertisement that we
published on behalf of MilliporeSigma. There are two different,
unaffiliated companies that use the name Merck. Globally, except in the
United States and Canada, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and its
affiliates use this name standalone. In the United States and Canada,
the life science business of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany operates
as MilliporeSigma. The other company, Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth,
NJ, US holds the rights in the trademark Merck in the United States and
Canada. Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth, NJ, US is not affiliated with or
related to Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and its affiliates which own
the Merck trademark in all other countries of the world.

Cost
Savings

Low Sample
Volume

Extensive Dedicated
Test Menu

Minimal
Downtime

Intuitive
Software
Robust
Hardware

Excellence In Clinical Chemistry Testing
To find out more about our versatile range of clinical chemistry analyzers, contact us today
theRXseries@randox.com

+1 304 728 2890 • Toll Free: 866 472 6369 • randox.com/rxseries
Product availability may vary from country to country. Please contact your local Randox representative for information.
Products may be for Research Use Only and not for use in diagnostic procedures in the USA.
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Ask The Expert

Testing for
Factor VIII in
Hemophilia Care

EXPERT

Neil Harris, MBChB, MD, DABCC

What is the physiologic importance
of factor VIII?

A:

The activated form of coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) is an
essential cofactor that together with
its partner, the protease FIXa, cleaves
factor X to form the active Xa. This
is an essential and critical step in the
propagation phase of coagulation.

A hereditary deficiency of FVIII is
the cause of the X-linked disorder
hemophilia A, a bleeding disorder
that affects approximately 1 in 5,000
male infants. Hemophilia is classified
as mild, moderate, or severe depending on the measured activity of FVIII,
with 6%-50% activity considered mild,
1%-5% moderate, and < 1% severe.
What role do clinical laboratory tests
play in hemophilia treatment?

Hemophilia is commonly treated
with an infusion of recombinant
FVIII, but one problem with this
form of therapy is that patients
might form alloantibodies to the
infused factor. FVIII antibodies (also
known as inhibitors) are diagnosed
most commonly in male patients
with severe hemophilia A who are
taking factor replacement therapy;
the prevalence in this patient group
is about 15%-20%. These inhibitors result from exposure to human
FVIII in a setting where endogenous
FVIII is absent or near-absent. In
normal individuals who have had no
prior bleeding problems, factor VIII
inhibitors can also appear in the form
of spontaneous autoantibodies in
an autoimmune condition known as
acquired hemophilia.
Whatever the cause, it is important
to measure the titer of these inhibitors. Labs do this by incubating the
diluted patient plasma with normal
plasma for 2 hours at 37°C. A titer < 5
Bethesda units (BU) indicates that the
inhibitor can be overcome by administering additional FVIII. For higher
titers (≥ 5 BU), such therapy is no
longer effective, and treatment moving forward must include a bypassing
agent. This might be recombinant
FVIIa or a prothrombin complex
concentrate, the latter of which is a
preparation of mainly non-activated
factors II, IX, and X mixed with
mostly activated factor VII (VIIa).
What do labs need to know about
assays for measuring FVIII?

The most common method for measuring FVIII activity is the one-stage
activity assay. An essential component of this assay is a factor-VIII
deficient substrate plasma, which is
mixed 1-to-1 with the diluted patient

plasma specimen. An activated
partial thromboplastin time is then
performed on the mix. One-stage
assays are calibrated using a standard reference plasma.
For patients taking new hemophilia A replacement factor therapies, however, the one-stage assay
may underestimate FVIII activity.
New therapies partially overcome
the relatively short (8-12 hour) and
problematic half-life of recombinant
FVIII using several mechanisms:
PEGylated molecules (FVIII linked
to polyethylene glycol), FVIII fused
to immunoglobulin Fc domains
or albumin, or single-chain FVIII
molecules. With some of these new
FVIII preparations—particularly the
single-chain form—another method
known as a chromogenic activity
assay is more likely than a one-stage
assay to give the correct activity.
At this time, the reasons for
this discrepancy are still unclear.
Suggested mechanisms include
more rapid proteolytic inactivation
of the single-chain FVIII or other
forms of clearance, as well as differential responses to the phospholipid
used in the one-stage assay reaction.
Conversely, there are some mild
forms of hemophilia A in which
the opposite is true: The one-stage
assay reads higher than the chromogenic assay. At this time, there are
no Food and Drug Administrationapproved chromogenic assays
available in the U.S., but the assay is
available for ordering at specialized
reference laboratories.
Dr. Harris will delve more into
“Coagulation Factor VIII—Evolution,
Biosynthesis, Biology, and Monitoring
in the Clinical Laboratory,” during
two brown bag sessions at the 70th
AACC Annual Scientific Meeting on
Wednesday, August 1, from 7:308:30 a.m. and 12:30-1:30 p.m. at
McCormick Place, Chicago.
Neil Harris, MBChB, MD, DABCC, is a
clinical associate professor in the
department of pathology, immunology,
and laboratory medicine and core
laboratory medical director at the
University of Florida College of
Medicine in Gainesville.
+ E M A I L : harris@pathology.ufl.edu

Delivering the science
inside the device
Sagentia has more than 30 years

Sagentia works across the design

at the forefront of research and

and development life-cycle from

development in clinical diagnostics.

early-stage scientific analysis,

Through a multi-disciplinary and
holistic approach we’ve completed
more than 500 IVD projects.
This includes home-use tests,
point of care and central laboratory
systems; from clinical chemistry to
single molecule sequencing.

sagentia.com

Sagentia

workflow development, and product
development and optimization.
Sagentia will be exhibiting at the
70th AACC Annual Scientific Meeting
& Clinical Lab Expo. Come and see us
at booth 1772 or email us to arrange
a meeting with one of our team at
info@sagentia.com

a science group company

SYNDROMIC
TESTING
FROM
BIOFIRE:
Improve Laboratory
Efficiency.
BioFire’s syndromic testing allows you to
quickly identify infectious agents that produce
similar symptoms in patients. BioFire’s
innovative PCR technology provides hospitals,
clinics, physicians and patients with the results
they need in just one hour using any of the
FilmArray® Panels: respiratory, blood culture
identification, gastrointestinal and meningitis/encephalitis.
Fast. Quick turnaround times and fast answers make your lab an invaluable partner to clinicians.
Easy. With just two minutes of hands-on time, the FilmArray® System is easily used by any tech, on any
shift and at any size institution.
Comprehensive. The FilmArray® Panels test for a comprehensive grouping of viruses, bacteria, parasites,
yeast and antimicrobial resistance genes associated with a particular syndrome.
To learn how syndromic testing from BioFire can help make YOUR lab more efficient, visit biofiredx.com

Data on file at BioFire Diagnostics.

